
 This website is an archived collection of my work completed as part of ENG101 at 

Emory University in Spring semester of 2022. Here is the website that formulated this endeavor: 

https://engrd101s22.davidmorgen.org. What follows is my detailed growth as evidenced through 

assignments as well as reflections I made after completing assignments. By semesters’ end, I was 

able to compose different genres and modes of writing, critically analyze and write,  and write in 

a thorough process of drafting, redrafting, rethinking, and revising.  

https://engrd101s22.davidmorgen.org


 Regarding rhetorical composition, I was able to develop and work through several unique 

writing modes this semester. I was able to develop my majority nonverbal writing through my 

literary comic book, which expressed clearly my ability to story-tell visually, utilizing unique 

conventions to the style. In my reflection, I wrote how I thought I “was truly successful in the 

ability to compose a text in a new mode/genre. I was able to implement stylistic choices that are 

unique to the literary form of comics successfully… I created mixes of gutters and non gutter-

panels… I combined physical reality with fantastical elements…I kept in mind the pages on how 

to create a comic, and the works of Hilary Chute… I kept in mind the idea of all-at-onceness in 

this comic narrative”. Through the comic book format, I kept in mind the visual techniques that 

are only possible in its field that make the story impactful and engaging for the audience. 

Another mode of writing I accomplished was through my Tracing Pages essay. For this 

assignment, I was able to improve upon my conventional writing as well as utilize skills 

necessary for general argumentative essay format. In this essay, I argued how both Fun Home 

and Stitches share similar comic conventions yet have fundamental differences, as a very general 

thesis. For this essay, however, I went beyond the traditional essay format, as I built my thesis 

within the final concluding paragraph. Here were my thoughts from my reflection: “Some of my 

strongest writing has sprouted from me writing the introductory paragraph last, even after the 

conclusion. Thus, having the last paragraph functionally operate as the typical introduction, this 

was a very natural writing process for me, that felt much more established.” This quote 

demonstrates how the tracing pages assignment showed my organizational strength, as well as 

my growth as a conventional writing author. Additionally, my Halfa Kucha assignment showed 

my progress as a writer for an audience in an oral, primarily auditory presentation format. For 



this assignment, I was able to utilize a strong foundational argument and felt real growth in terms 

of formatting and arguing a thesis in relation to the Tracing Pages assignment, with a clear 

argument and conclusion. However, this whole assignment challenged me to utilize a completely 

different format of composition, one where I was speaking over timed slides. In regards to the 

fundamental unique attributes required for this presentation, I wrote in my Halfa Kucha 

reflection: “You need lots and lots of preparation to ensure your argument lines up with each 

given 20 seconds, as well as your overall narrative is clear…I was very happy with how my 

presentation turned out.” My expression of ideas was less based in a formally written 

composition, but rather in my own deep fundamental understanding of my argument, in order to 

explain my formal argument in a conversational, casual presentational way, a process requiring 

interacting with a new understanding of audience. Finally, throughout the semester I challenged 

myself digitally with a whole array of digitally produced pieces of work, especially through the 

Sunday sketch assignments, in addition to creating my first ever website, doing so in a 

responsible and appropriate manner. By the end of this semester, I was very proud of my creative 

and unique attempts at various different prompts, spending careful amounts of time on each one 

to truly challenge and test my artistic, visual, and digital skills. 

 Throughout the semester, I was able to expand upon my critical thinking skills through 

the use of close analysis to a variety of different mediums. Through the Tracing Pages 

assignment, I was able to critically analyze a single page of both comics in such a way that I 

could make a sound argument for the two books based on analyses of comic book styles as 

written through a Hillary Chute paper. For my ABT thesis, something I tried for the first time, I 

wrote, “The two novels share a use of similar themes and stylistic strategies to convey their 



message (such as the dance between weirdness of time and all-at-onceness) in addition to 

fracturing literal reality with comic-given freedoms, but Allison opts for more rigid, lifelike 

boundaries around her expressive ideas while David remains less tethered to a structure, 

therefore we can conclude that comics have innate freedom to be created in the matter most 

fitting for the author.” I was able to closely analyze the visual composition of both author’s work, 

and compare how their styles connect and contrast, furthering the notion of my successful 

integration in the processing of a variety of styles. Another work that showcased my critical 

thinking skills was the Halfa Kucha, where I looked closely at both Sabrina and Gender Queer in 

relation to Judith Lewis Herman’s paper on trauma, where I made a final synthesized conclusion 

that fighting against your own silence is pivotal to dealing with trauma, but circumstances make 

it difficult, thus talking to others, and being honest will help keep things from reaching 

dangerous climaxes. My ideas and argumentative prowess was solidified through my ability to 

go back and forth between both novels at every slide. This not only helped with my flow while 

presenting, but showcased my argumentative strength in continuously relating back to the quote 

from Herman on silence-based trauma. My strength in comparing these two comic book close 

analysis assignments back to literary/textual authors shows how I was able to not only synthesize 

comic books effectively, but synthesize and work of all genres of reading effectively.  

 This semester, I demonstrated a strong ability to write as a process, making and 

rethinking ideas through a variety of drafts, revisions, and thorough reflections.  One large 

component of achieving this was the literary narrative essays and their subsequent drafts 

throughout the semester. In the Literary Narrative Part 1, I found the x-pages assignment as a 

brainstorming process very helpful. As I wrote in my reflection, “In the process of writing this 



essay, the freewriting exercise laid a strong and immediate foundation for my first draft. While I 

was doing the free writing, I was consciously aware of how what I wrote would all have a piece 

in my ultimate “final” draft. I now know how important leading with strong guiding questions is 

to really getting the fruit out of my writing, and the importance of the “how”s and “why”s.”  I 

learned not only how brainstorming can be efficient for the writer with this assignment, but how 

fruitful guiding questions help get the audience to see the crux of the writing more efficiently as 

well. Another successful brainstorm was showcased in my tracing pages assignment: “The 

process of tracing the pages as a brainstorming analysis, was a helpful and rich process for me…

As I was drawing, I was in close attention to the style of everything: the furniture, the emotions 

on the faces of the characters, to the flow of the page more literally. This was useful for me, as it 

forced me to interact closely with the text.” Through close analysis, I not only improved upon 

my critical ability, but simultaneously was the breeding ground for formulating an argument. The 

idea of having a clear backbone even when brainstorming wrung true for my Literary Narrative 

Part 2, where I started with a very well thought out first draft, but upon receiving feedback 

became even stronger: “after receiving feedback from peers and redrawing panels, I was able to 

rework texts, make pages more packed and concise, and add significant numbers of new panels 

to further respond to critiques and suggestions. My ability to give effective feedback for my 

peers, as well as receive was a strength of mine in this assignment, and it was something I found 

profoundly beneficial…I was able to give and get considerable and useful constructive feedback 

and comments.” Although I thought I had a good draft, working with peers and trying again 

proved that there is always something to improve upon when you have the patience and openness 

to suggestions. Finally, my Literary Narrative Part 3 highlighted my true growth by the 



semester’s end, truly accomplishing my most concise and thorough argument: “This essay felt 

the most clear and truly showcased my progress through this process under three distinct forms 

of a narrative essay. I was able to implement ideas from both essays, whilst succinctly limiting 

superfluous information, as well as expanding on ideas in a much deeper way as was pertinent to 

the main ideas of my argument. I also found it very interesting to attempt to make the visual 

components from my comic into ideas in word form.” I utilized the efforts from both essays and 

combined them to make an essay that took all the brainstorms, reflections, rethinking, peer edits, 

and simply the passage of time to create an effective final narrative.  

 This course taught me lots more about my skills as a writer, uniquely testing my limits 

digitally and with prompts, while also working to place focus on my visual strengths. The skills I 

learned in this class fully gave me the ability to transfer over to my Blackness and Politics of 

Space final, where I was asked to compile a portfolio of my experiences learned. I was able to 

feel confident enough from this class to not only write thoroughly and well structured throughout 

the assignment, but I also gained the confidence to make my own Wordpress website from 

scratch for the assignment: https://ethananthro.wordpress.com/ . Further, from gaining the 

confidence creatively and artistically in this class, from experiences working with several modes 

and genres and amalgamating these skills, I was able to make my own abstract art pieces 

throughout the website that were characteristic of my thoughts on the given writing essays. 

Without this class, I wouldn’t have had the courage to try something so unique. 

https://ethananthro.wordpress.com/

